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DEAR READER,

Powerful placemaking for retail destinations.
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In the end, everything came to pass in a smooth and orderly fashion. When Great Britain left the
European Union on January 31, 2020, following decades of membership, Brexit supporters on
the island rejoiced with prudent restraint. Their guiding principle was to avoid adding more fuel
to the fire. Prime Minister Boris Johnson and his supporters were determined to prevent further
social divisions. As simple as that may seem, the situation is and will remain complicated.
In March, London and Brussels are set to enter the next phase of negotiations, for example, with
respect to a free trade agreement. How long this process will take, however, cannot be predicted
at present. There is one thing that remains: the uncertainty of British entrepreneurs regarding
their future. It remains to be seen how Brexit will ultimately impact the trade and retail real estate
industry – and to what extent.
Conversely, the shopping center industry can ill afford to waste any time when it comes to implementing new innovative concepts. Project developments in Central Europe continue to decline,
digitalization is advancing at a relentless pace, and online retailing is putting more pressure on
brick-and-mortar retailers than ever before. However, developers and operators seem to have
devised a potential “concept” to counteract this trend. “Placemaking” has become the magic
word throughout the industry. The term, which originates from the municipal sector, has now
been adopted by commercial enterprises to make places and sites more attractive. New concepts
concerning the economic and efficient upgrading of locations are currently making the rounds.
That is reason enough for us to take a closer look at the issue of “Placemaking” in the current
print edition of ACROSS.
It goes without saying that the other stories featured in this issue are closely related to the main
theme. As usual, you can read all about the latest developments and trends in the retail real
estate industry.
With that in mind, I wish you an informative and profitable review of our latest print edition of
ACROSS.

Reinhard Winiwarter
Publisher of ACROSS Magazine
r.winiwarter@across-magazine.com
www.across-magazine.com
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